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Test your knowledge of the story!

How many daughters does Mrs Bennet have? _________

Name all the Bennet sisters. ________________________________________________________________

Why does Mr Darcy not like Mr Wickham? ____________________________________________________

Why is Mrs Bennet upset when Lizzy refuses to marry Mr Collins? ______________________________

What is the name of Mr Darcy’s home? _______________________________________________________

Explain how Elizabeth’s feelings towards Mr Darcy change throughout the story. ________________

What is your favourite part of the story? ______________________________________________________

What does the story teach you? _____________________________________________________________

If you could ask Jane Austen (the author) a question, what would you ask? ______________________

What do you think her answer would be? _____________________________________________________
Can you find all the words?

- Elizabeth
- love
- sisters
- Bingley
- dance
- Jane
- pride
- mum
- Austen
- marriage
- Darcy
- horse
Colour in Miss Bennet and Mr Darcy!